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SUMMARY
The Departmentof Energy, Divisionof TransportationEnergy Conservation,
has establishedseveral broad programs aimed at reducing highway fuel consump-
tion. One such program is the Heat Engine HighwayVehicle Systems Program.
Within that program is a subprojectwhich addressescontrol technologyfor the
reductionof particulateand gaseousemissionsfrom Diesel engines. Program
management for this project has been delegatedto the NationalAeronauticsand
Space Administration(NASA)which has a fully instrumentedDiesel engine test
facility at the Lewis Research Center (LeRC).
A high pressure,electronicallycontrolledfuel injectionsystem prototype
was obtained to assess the effectivenessof high pressure,controlledrates of
injectionas a control technologyoption. Test data were obtained on a four-
valve, single-cylinder open-chamber,1.356 liter,four-strokecycle Diesel test
T engine using an inlet boost pressure ratio of 2.6:1. Engine performanceand
emissionsdata were compared againstresults obtainedwith a modified commer-
cial, mechancial fuel injectionsystem,optimizedfor performanceand fuel con-
sumption.
The mechanical fuel injectionsystem used had two cam actuatedplunger ele-
ments, operatingtogether,and coupled to a single high pressure line, to feed
a single injectorfor high-pressure,high-outputcapability. The electro-
hydraulicsystem had supply pressuresin the range of 23 to 33 MPa. These were
amplifiedby a fluid intensifer(hydraulicamplifier)with a 4:1 area ratio that
resulted in peak injectionpressuresof 47 to 69 MPa. The electro-hydraulic
fuel injectionsystem produces an injectionpressure trace that has an increas-
ing rate of injectionfollowed by a sharp, fast, cut-offof injection. This is
in contrast to the standard (baseline)mechanical fuel injectionsystem used in
this program that has a high initialrate of injectionfollowedby a decreasing
rate of injection.
Particulateand gaseous emissionswere measured accordingto the EPA Federal
Test Procedure (FTP), Heavy Duty Engines, for single modes of operation. The
majority of data were obtained at 2500 ERPM at two loads, 690 and 955 kPa BMEP.
Abbreviatedtiming traverseswere conductedat these loads using an injection
nozzle with reduced flow area. One complete test matrix was also accomplished
at three speeds and three loads.
Test results at 691 kPa BMEP, 2500 ERPM, with the electro-hydraulicfuel
Injectionsystem indicatethat total particulatescan be reducedby as much as
26 percent. The solubleorganic mass fractionof the particulatesare reduced
by as much as 42 percent; however, the solid mass fraction of the total parti-
culates increased34 percent. For the gaseous emissions,oxides of nitrogen
are reduced by 35 percent, hydrocarbonsby 53 percent, and carbon monoxide by
53 percent below baselineemissionsdevelopedwith the mechanical system. At
930 kPa BMEP and 2500 ERPM, reductions in total particulateswith the electro-
hydraulic injectorare insignificant(3 percent). The solubleorganicmass
fractionof the total particulatesis reduced38 percent; however, the solid
mass fractionof the total particulatesincreasedby 19 percent above the base-
line solid mass fraction. Oxides of nitrogen are reducedby 40 percent, hydro-
carbons by 64 percent, and carbon monoxide by 57 percent below baseline.
The ramped, increasingrate of initialinjectioncharacteristicof the
electro-hydraulicfuel injectionsystem,when controlled in such a way that the
point of peak injectionpressureoccurs in the vicinity of top dead center, can
significantlyreduce both particulateand oxides of nitrogen emissions. The
sharp cut-off pressurecollapse characteristicis conducive to significantre-
ductions in hydrocarbon,carbon monoxide and the solubleorganic mass fraction
of the particulates. These injectioncharacteristicsalso show reducedcylinder
pressuresof 11 percent and 14 percentat 691 kPa and 930 kPa BMEP respectively.
No significantimprovementswere found however, in either engine performanceor
fuel consumption.
It was determinedduring the test program that increasingsupply pressure
to the electro-hydraulicinjectordoes not necessarilyincreasethe peak injec-
tion pressure. It can, however, increasethe rate of injectionwhich effec-
tively advances the timing of the injectionevent. This promotes early ignition
that results in increasedoxides of nitrogen formation. The effect of retarded
injectiontiming under this conditionwas not completelyexplored. However,
reducing the injectionnozzle tip flow area by 23 percent decreasedthe rate of
injectionand thereby increasedthe peak injectionpressure. Oxides of nitrogen
formationwas found to be a functionof the rate of injectionand the point in
the cycle where peak injectionpressureoccurs.
INTRODUCTION
The Departmentof Energy,Division of TransportationEnergy Conservation,
has establishedseveralbroad programs aimed at reducing highway fuel consump-
tion. One such program is the Heat Engine Highway Vehicle SystemsProgram.
Within that program is a subprojectwhich addressescontrol technologyfor the
reductionof particulateand other emissionsfrom Diesel engines.
One of the NationalAeronauticsand Space Administration(NASA) programs
underwayat the Lewis Research Center (LeRC) is directed at developingthe
technologiesfor reducingfuel consumptionand exhaust emissionsfor lightweight
diesel aircraft enginesfor general aviationuse. One accomplishmentof this
program to date has been the constructionand developmentof a fully instru-
mented, single cylinder,diesel engine test facility. Becauseof the similarity
in objectives between advanced automotivetype and aircraft diesel engine tech-
nology, it was determined technicallyfeasible and cost effectiveto combine
selected NASA research effortswith those of the Departmentof Energy (DOE).
This particularprogramwas sponsoredby DOE.
IIighpressure and controlledrates of fuel injectionenhances the true po-
tentialof distillatefueled compression ignitionengines (ref. I). Theoreti-
cally, high pressure fuel injectionmay also extend the rated speed capability
of open chamber combustionsystems,decrease the power to weight ratio, provide
improvedfuel-to-alrmixing, and potentiallyimprovecombustionefficiency and
emissions. Only a limitednumber of electronicallycontrolledhigh pressure
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systems are availablefor research studies, and only a minimal amount of
literaturehas been publishedto report actual experienceor engine testing
with the electro-hydraulic/fuelintensifierconcept. References2 and 3 are
two recent examples of such studies.
The developmentof high speed, high power-to-weight,fuel efficientdiesel
engines for aircraft and automotivetype use requires a fuel injectionsystem
that can provide higher rates of injectioncompatiblewith the physical and
temporalconstraintsof intermittentcombustion,open chamber diesel engines.
Fuel injectionsystems,commerciallyavailable,are generallylimitedeither
because of weight and cost penalties,as with unit injectors;or becauseof
pressure and speed limitations,as with in-lineand rotary type pumps.
This report describesthe investigationand characterizationof a high
pressure,electro-hydraulic,prototypefuel injectoron a single cylinder diesel
research engine. The injectionsystem electronicallycontrols the fuel metering
and injectiontiming requirementsof the engine by means of electricalsole-
noids. The experimentalelectronicallycontrolled system used in this study
provides hydraulicpressure intensificationat the injectorby means of a fluid
transformeror differentialarea plunger. Injectionpressure levels are then a
function of the supply pressure and the area ratio of the piston intensifier
and plunger. Test data reported here does not compensatefor the additional
power required to drive the high pressure fuel supply system,but this is not
consideredrelevant to the data obtained.
The amount of data obtained and analyzed in this study, using the electro-
hydraulic fuel injector,is limitedbecause of the lack of system durability
under boosted inlet conditions. The report presents those data points obtained
with the electronicallycontrolled injectorand compares these resultswith
baseline tests conductedwith a special in-linemechanical pump, operatingwith
two plungers in parallel. Baselinedata were developedfor optimun BSFC.
Testing and adjustmentof the electronic injectionsystem was in accordancewith
the manufacturer'srecommendations. No extensiveeffort was attemptedto apply
special instrumentationfor diagnosticpurposes,or otherwiserevise the design
of the electro-hydraulicsystem becauseof limitingtime constraintsin the
program.
SYMBOLS
ERPM engine speed rpm
P/ engine inlet air pressure (kPa)
Pe engine exhaust back pressure (kPa)
CYLPEAK peak cylinder gas pressure (kPa and degrees after TDC)
INPEAK peak injectionpressure (MPa and degrees before TDC)
BSPM brake specific total particulatematter (g/kW-hr)
I)SCO brake specific carbon monoxide (g/kW-hr)
BSHC brake specifichydrocarbons(g/kW-hr)
BSNOX brake specificoxides of nitrogen as NO (g/kW-hr)
SOF soluble organic fractionof total mass particulatematter (percentor
g/kW-hr)
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DESCRIPTIONOF RESEARCH FACILITYAND INSTRUMENTATION
The NASA Lewis Research Center diesel engine test facility consistsof a
single cylinder research engine, an inlet air processingsystem, a fuel supply
system, a water cooling system, a lubricatingoil system, a monitoringsystem
for engine parameters,an exhaust emissionssamplingsystem, and a real time
data acquisitionand processingsystem. Figure I shows the engine located in
the test facility.
Engine Specifications
The test engine is an open chamber, single cylinder engine with a controlled
inlet pressure of 262 kPa and exhaustpressureof 207 kPa (PilPe _ 1.27).
The engine is coupled to an eddy current dynamometerwith 22 kW motoring and
112 kW absorbingcapability. Other engine specificationsare:
No. Cylinders............................. 1
Bore...........iiiiii iiiiiiii ii''''''i'''''''' ''"......................120 mm
Stroke......... }........................ 120 mm
Displacement......................... 1.357L
Maximum Speed............ 3000 rpm Full Load
Cylinder Head.. ve (Two Intake,Two Exhaust)
CompressionRat .................................17 29:1
C mbustionChamber ........... Bowl in Piston
Fuel InjectionSystem
The conventionalmechanicalcam actuatedplungerfuel injectionsystem sup-
plied with the engine, and used for baselinetests, was optimizedfor engine
performanceand comprisedthe following:
Fuel InjectionPump and Mechanical (two elements in parallel)
Governor Assembly
Fuel InjectionNozzle: Five hole at 0.36 mm diam, 2.8 LID
(Sac volume = 1.5 mm3)
Nozzle Opening Pressure: 26 MPa
Timing Advance: Manual
Fuel InjectionLine: 6 mm X 2 mm X 600 mm
Inlet Air System
Simulated turbochargedengine inlet air is suppliedfrom the building plant
air supply. The air flows througha steam humidifyingchamber (to control
relative humidity),through a heater, then a surge tank, and finally into the
engine. No arrangementis made for coolingthe air below ambient conditions.
Fuel Supply System
The fuel system is suppliedfrom two 55 gallon drums which store DF-2 refer-
ence fuel. Fuel propertiesare listed in table I. The fuel flows through a
positive displacementfuel metering system to a vented float chamber locatedon
the wall about six feet above the floor, and from the float chamber the fuel
passes to the test engine. Fuel rates are transmittedelectronicallyto the data
acquisitionsystem and displayedon the cathoderay tube (CRT) at the test
console in both lb/hr and in uL/injection.
Viscosity,cs 3.80
Specific gravity 0.8516
H/C mass ratio 1:6.7
Saturates,vol. percent 75.10
Olefins, vol. percent 2.48
Aromatics,vol. percent 22.42
Su|fur,wt. percent 0.29
Gross heat value, J/kg (Btu/Ibm) 44X106 (19,034)
Water Cooling System
The engine and dynamometerare water cooled. The coolingwater system
consists of a flow meter, atmospherichead tank (locatedapproximately8 feet
above the test cell floor), circulatingpump, two heat exchangers,piping,
regulators,and various instrumentsand controls. Although tied in with the
base supply and return lines, it is a bifurcatedsystem; one for the engine
and the other for the dynamometer. A large heat exchanger is used to dissi-
pate the power from the dynamometerwhile a smallerheat exchanger is used for
the engine.
Lubrlcating Oil System
lhe engine )ubricat}ng system has a capacity of 14 }iters and contains an
engine driven oil pump, filter, oil cooler, and a heater with provisions for
oll temperature control.
Engine Data MonitoringSystem
The engine and ancillaryequipment are monitoredby thermocouples,pressure
pick-ups and other transducersfor measuringtest parameters. The data acqui-
sition system is arrangedto collect five consecutivesets of data for each
test point in less than one second. The mean and standarddeviationvalues
are printed out for each of 154 differenttest parameters. The test parameter
values are displayedon the engine control console and on a cathode ray tube
(CRT). Calculated test results are also displayedon a CRT and can be repro-
duced at a typewriterterminalon command to provide a hard copy of the data.
A NASA designed Modular Engine InstrumentationSystem (MEIS) (ref. 4) is
used to provide pressure-volume(PV) and log function of the pressure and vol-
ume diagrams. The diagrams are displayedon and photographedfrom an oscilli-
scope. The data is updated every cycle. The tangent of the log function of
pressure and volume, availablefrom the oscillographdisplayor a polaroid
print, may be used to evaluate an on-line value of the cylinder gas polytropic
exponent for any particularportionof the pressure-volumetrace. The main
modular unit displays indicatedmean effectivepressure (IMEP). Associated
modules displaypeak cylinder gas pressure (CYLPEAK),peak injectionpressure
(INPEAK),and the number of degrees after or before top dead center where peak
pressure occurs.
All instrumentationis connectedto a centralizeddata collectionsystem
named ESCORT. A remote acquisitionmicro-processor(RAMP), located in the test
facility,serves as an interfacebetween the facilitiesinstrumentationand
one of a pool of minicomputorslocatedin anotherbuilding. The minicomputor
performs Those calculationsrequired for on-line test monitoringand provides
engineeringunit displays for viewing on CRTs in the test facility. Selected
portions of the data are recorded by a signal to the minicomputorwhich then
passes the data to a data collectorsystem for recordingon magnetic tape.
The data from the tape is then transferedto an IBM 370/67 computer for
final processing. The ESCORT system, also provides digital signal conditioning
and calibration. For calibration,the facility is placed in a null position
and zero data are taken. The "RCAL"resistorsare automaticallyswitched in,
and the span data are taken. The correctionfactor for each channel is then
calculated,stored,and recorded on the data collectorfor use in the central
data reduction system. These values are checkedagainst two baseline sets of
values for drift, and any channel that exceeds a 2 percentchange is
identified.
Exhaust EmissionsSampling System
As shown in figure 2, the exhaust leavingthe engine enters a surge tank,
from here it passes through an in-lineopacitymeter, and is finallyexhausted
to the atmosphereoutside of the test ce11. The engine exhaustsystem is also
arranged so that a controlledvolume fraction of the total engine exhaust is
routed throughan orifice to a second opacitymeter, to the dilution tunnel,
and exited through a blower to the atmosphereoutsideof the test cell.
Hot exhaust gas samples are fed through a heated line (190" C) to an emis-
sions measurementconsole which contains the following instrumentation:
NondispersiveInfraredAnalyzer for CO2
NondispersiveInfraredAnalyzer for CO
Heated Chemiluminescencefor NO/NOx
ParamagneticOxygen Analyzer for 02
Heated Flame IonizationAnalyzer for HC
The exhaust emissionssystem is designedto provide exhaust gas analysis
data and proportionalmass particulatecollection. A view of the test opera-
tors console, instrumentpanel and emissionsconsole are shown in figure 3.
The particulatesare sampled from a 25.4 cm diam X 305 cm stainlesssteel ex-
haust samplingsection shown in figure 4. Other specificationsof the tunnel
are as follows:
Maximum tunnel flow................0.5 m3/_
Pump displacementper revolution..i.O.017m
Pump heater rating..................12K w max
Max probe temp......................51.7"
Inlet filter area...................434 cmc
Extractionprobe....................1 59 cm diam
ParticulateMeasurement
Particulateemissionsfrom diesel enginesare complexmixtures of solid
and liquidcompounds. The solid fractionof particulateemissionsare primar-
ily carbonaceousand the liquid fraction is comprisedprimarilyof organics
and sulfates. The particulatematter contributesto the total suspendedambi-
ent particulateconcentrationand the solubleorganics have been shown to cor-
relate with mutagenicactivity (ref. 5). In this report, the solid fraction
correlateswith smoke opacity and the organicfraction correlateswith the
gaseous phase HC formation.
Particulatescan be collectedby means of an automaticremotely-controlled
filteringcassette. In these tests, collectingof particulatesampleswas ac-
complishedby using two discrete 47 mm samplers,in series, to minimize data
variabilityand to provide a back-up filter for determiningcollectioneffi-
ciency. This modificationis shown in figure 5.
Fluorcarboncoated glass fiber filters (47 mm diam.) were used to collect
the particulatematter for physicalcharacterization. As shown in figure 2,
the diluted exhaust gas sample is drawn throughone of two extractionprobes
in the dillutiontunnel to the appropriatefilter. The diluted sample is con-
tinuouslydrawn througha by-pass filter to the exhaust system,except during
the samplingmode. During sampling,the diluted sample is drawn in series
through two 47 mm discrete in-linesamplers (shown in fig. 5) and exhausted
to the atmosphere. The diluted exhaustsample was maintainedat or below 52" C.
The optimun sample time was determinedto be 400 secondsto collect an adequate
mass sample (>1.5 mg) of particulatematter. The filterswere conditionedin a
humiditychamber for 24 hours prior to weighing and particulatecollection.
After collection,the filterswere again stored in a humidity chamber to stabi-
lize mass to the original humidity before weighing. Total particulatemass from
each test was determinedby adding the particulatemass from both the primary
and back-up filters. A representativenumber of filterswere placed in glass
Soxhletmicro-extractorsand the solubleorganicfraction (SOF) was extracted
using dichloromethanesolvent. The sampleswere then reconditionedin the humi-
dity chamber, and reweighed. The difference in mass between the Total Particu-
late Matter (TPM) and the soluble organicmaterial (SOM) representsthe unex-
tractableresidue, or solid mass fractionof the TPM (ref. 6).
The microbalanceused for this measurementis accurate to +0.01 mg. The
net weight of the total particulatemass, the sample probe flo_ volume that
passed throughthe filter, and the sample time are recorded manually and entered
into the data collectorsystem for processing. The solubleorganic and solid
mass fractionsof the TPM are manuallyrecorded.
DESCRIPTIONOF ELECTRO-HYDRAULICHIGH PRESSURE FUEL INJECTIONSYSTEM
The system used for testing and evaluationon the single cylinder test en-
gine consistedof the followingmajor items:
I. Solenoidcontrolled injector.
2. High pressure (35 MPa maximum) supply pump system.
3. Low pressure supply pump system for fuel metering (2.5 MPa)
4. Line accumulatorfor pressure dampening.
5. Electroniccontrol unit.
6. Remote control unit for timing and fuel control.
A schematicarrangementof the electro-hydraulicsystem is shown in figure 6;
the hydrauliccircuit is shown in figure 7; and the injectoris shown in figure 8
as it was installedon the single cylinder test engine.
Electronic logic programs the operationof two solenoidoperated valves in
the injector. The accumulatorvalve supplies fuel under pressure to the top of
the intensifierpiston (10 mm diam) during the injectionprocess. The drain valve
relleves fuel pressure from the top of the intensifierpiston during the
metering portionof the cycle. The plunger (5 mm diam) is moved upward by low
pressure fuel (2.5 MPa) and positionedelectronicallyfor fuel metering as de-
terminedby the setting on a remote controlledelectronicpot. Injectiontiming
control is also accomplishedby the dial setting of a second remote controlled
electronicpot.
TEST RESULTS
The injectorsand the conditionsunder which these were tested are summa-
rized in table II. The results of testingtwo electro-hydraulicinjectorswith
numerous adjustmentsare presented in table Ill. The injectionpressurechar-
acteristicswere changed for each injectorrepair/adjustmentbecause of differ-
ent accumulatorsupply pressure and disassembly/readjustmentof the solenoid
valves.
Each set of data developedwith the electro-hydraulicsystem is compared to
baseline test data obtained with the mechanical injectionpump suppliedwith
the single cylinder engine,which was optimizedfor fuel consumptionand engine
performance(ref. 7). The engine was superchargedto a 2.6:1 boost pressure
ratio, retainingan intake to exhaust pressure ratio (Pi/Pe m 1.27) at each
load and speed.
Electro-HydraulicInjectorA Test Results - 5 Hole Nozzle
The initial sequenceof tests conductedwith injectorA were intendedto
simulatemean peak injectionpressuresdevelopedwith the mechanical system
(~ 40 MPa at 690 kPa BMEP and 2500 ERPM). This was to establisha reference
for evaluatingthe effect of increasedinjectionpressure. An accumulatorsup-
ply pressure of 23 MPA on top of the intensifierpiston produced a peak injec-
tion pressure (INPEAK)of 47 MPa, but this resulted in unstable engine opera-
tion and variabilityin the data. The electro-hydraulicsystem,operating at
23 MPa supply pressure,was also sensitiveto air ingestioninto the fuel sup-
ply system resulting in frequentoperationalmalfunctionsand shutdowns. This
conditionwas appraisedto be a consequenceof nozzle valve imbalancecaused by
pressure fluctuationsabove the nozzle valve, compoundedby high
compression/combustionpressuresunder the nozzle valve seat. Only two test
points were obtained at 23 MPa supply pressure (table Ill),but these did indi-
cate potentialreductionsin BSPM (total particulate,45 percent), in the solu-
ble organicmass fractionof the particulates(78 percent),BSNOX (39 percent),
and BSCO (68 percent).
A typical pressureversus crank angle diagramfor the electro-hydraulicfuel
injector is shown in figure 9 comparedagainst the mechanicalsystem for the
same fuel rate and speed; i.e., 80 _L/injectionat 2500 ERPM. An explanation
of the fuel injectionevents for both the mechanical and electro-hydraulicsys-
tems is shown. It should be noted that the scale factor for the pressure
transducersfor each system are different. For the mechanicalsystem, the in-
jection fuel pressure scale on the oscillogramsfactor is 13.8 MPa per division
and for the electro-hydraulicsystem 20.7 MPa per division. Cylinder gas pres-
sure transducers,however, do have the same scale. The oscillogramfor the me-
chanical system includesa nozzle valve lift diagram along with the injection
and cylinder pressurewave characteristics. The oscillogramsfor the electro-
hydraulic system do not show the movement of the nozzle valve, but insteadshow
the downwardramp movement of the intensifierplunger. The height of the ramp
is proportionalto plunger lift which is determinedby the fuel pot setting.
Peak injectionpressurewith the mechanical system normallyoccurs at the
point in the cycle when the nozzle valve reachesmaximum lift position. The
injectionpressure profile of the electro-hydraulicinjector,is considerably
different. Peak pressureoccurs later in the cycle and is more closely coinci-
dent with the end of injectionand beginningof ignition. The beginningof in-
jection for the electro-hydraulicsystem was interpretedto be 18- CA-BTC, the
same as with the mechanical system.
Tilesignificantreductionsshown in table Ill for HC, CO and solubleorgan-
ics for this first sequenceof tests are mostly attributedto the rapid closing
action characteristicof the electro-hydraulicnozzle valve. The reductionin
BSNOX is attributed to the slow initialrate of injectionor slow rate of in-
jection pressure rise. This is signifiedby the retarded point of peak injec-
tion pressure (9" CA later in the cycle) which reduced the peak combustiongas
pressure by about 17 percent (fig. 10). Independentvariables,ERPM, BMEP, and
AIF ratio showed a wide range of variabilityand these results can be consider-
ed only directional.
The second sequence of tests with injectorA was accomplishedwith an air-
driven high pressure supply pump and with an increase in accumulatorsupply
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pressure to 28 MPa. With the higher supply pressure,peak injectionpressure
increasedalmost proportionatelyfrom 47 MPa at a supply pressure of 23 MPa, to
58 MPa at a supply pressureof 28 MPa. With a 4:1 intensifierto plunger area
ratio, the injectionpressure increasefor this injector is on the order of only
2:1, about 50 percent intensifierefficiency. This low efficiency is attributed
to a combinationof the pressure drop across the accumulatorvalve and internal
leakagewithin the injectorbody.
At 80 uLlinjection,2500 ERPM (fig. 11), the generaltrend for emissions
continue to be significantlylower than the mechanicalbaseline referenceand
reasonablyclose to those levels obtainedwith the injectoroperating at 23 MPa
supply pressure. For a 23 percent increasein injectionpressure,the only ob-
vious effectswere marginal increasesin the mean values of BSCO, BSPM and sol-
uble organics. For the same equivalentpoint of beginningof injection,the
injectionpeak was slightly advanced,about 1" CA, but the duration of injection
is interpretedto be about the same as for the injectorat 23 MPa supply
pressure.
Compared to the baselinemechanical system at 690 kPa BMEP, 2500 ERPM,
emissionsfrom the engine using injectorA result in a 26 percentreduction in
total particulates. The solubleorganicmass fraction of the particulatesis
reduced42 percentbelow the baseline solublefraction,while the solid mass
fraction increasedby 34 percent. BSNOX were reduced 35 percent,BSHC 53 per-
cent, and BSCO 53 percent. The peak cylindergas pressurewith injectorA was
14 percent lower. BSFC is approximately2 percent lower,but within the range
of experimentalerror.
At 100 _Llinjection,2500 ERPM, with 28 MPa supply pressure,when compared
to the mechanicalbaseline emissions,total particulatesare reduced only
3 percent. The solid mass fractionportion of particulateshowever, is
19 percent higher than the baseline solid fraction. The solubleorganicmass
fraction portion however, is 38 percent lower,BSNOX 40 percent lower, BSHC
64 percent lower, and BSCO 57 percent lower than baseline emissions (fig. 11).
Average BMEP of 930 kPa is 3 percent lower than the mechanicalbaseline system,
but fuel consumptionis about the same. Peak cylinder pressure is also lower
by about 11 percent. It is observed in figure 12 that the injectionpeak
occurs at a mean value of 5" CA-BTC compared to 15" CA-BTC with the mechanical
system, and the total duration of injectionis interpretedas being about 4" CA
shorter.
The primary difference in the operationalcharacteristicsof the mechanical
system and the electro-hydraulicsystem,other than injectionpressure, is the
Injectionpressure profile. For the mechanical system at 80 or 100 uLlinjection
(2500 ERPM), the injectionpressure decreases,and for the electro-hydraulic
system counterpart,pressure increasesduring the injectionprocess. The in-
ferencehere is that with the conventionalcam actuated plunger, the initial
rate of injectionis very high and earlier in the compressioncycle which causes
hi(lhrates of heat releasebefore top dead center. With the ramped increasing
rat(,of injectioncharacteristicof the electro-hydraulicsystem, the maximum
rate of injectionoccurs later,close to top dead center. This provides a more
controlled rate of heat release as found with pilot injection,fumigationor
with other charged air preparationtechniques. It can also be observed from
the pressure diagrams that ignitionoccurs at or close to the point of peak in-
jection pressurewith the electro-hydraullcinjector,or that point in the cycle
when tilerate of injectionis the highest. Consequently,the initialrate of
cylinder gas pressure rise (heat release) is less, peak combustionpressure is
reduced by 11 to 13 percent, and BSNOX is reduced 35 to 40 percent. The sharp
pressure cut off at the end of injection,which is characteristicof the
electro-hydraulicsystem,obviously is conductiveto the lower hydrocarbon,SOF,
and carbon monoxide emissions.
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The third sequenceof tests with injectorA was with the accumulatorsupply
pump pressure increasedfrom 28 to 33 MPa. The same timing (equivalentto 18
CA-BTC beginningof injection)was retained. Even though the accumulatorsup-
ply pressure increased18 percent, it actuallyproduced4 to 8 percent lower
peak injectionpressures. One obviousdifference in the injectionpressure
trace with 33 MPa supply pressure (fig. 13) is the higher initialrate of pres-
sure rise and less obvious point of pressure transitionat 18" CA-BTC, or that
point in the cycle interpretedas beginningof injection. With the mechanical
system, the valve lift diagram provides a convenientand accurateway to deter-
mine the injectionvalue timing response. With the electro-hydraulicsystem,
interpretationof the hydraulicpressure diagrammay not be as accurate.
With the other tests, the beginningof injectionwas interpretedas occurrin9
after the first pressure plateau as shown in figure 9. With the higher supply
pressure (33 MPa), this is not as well defined. However, the timing pot setting
was the same, and the beginningof injectionpressure rise (22" CA-BTC)remained
the same. The lower peak injectionpressure is probably a result of the higher
rate of injection. This advances the point at which the peak injectionpressure
occurs (9" CA versus 5" CA-BTC with 28 MPa supply pressure at 100uLlinjection)
and provides a shorter durationof injection. The point of ignition is again
observed to occur close to the point of peak injectionpressure. It can also
be observed in figure 13 that there is some evidence of plunger bounce near the
end of injection. This may or may not affect the injectionprocess (or other-
wise inducepost injection). Since the hydrocarbonlevelswere not signifi-
cantly affected,and remain well below the baseline hydrocarbonlevel,this
anomaly is interpretedto be containedwithin the injectorand not enough to
unseat the nozzle valve.
As shown in figure 11, BSPM, the solubleorganic fraction,BSHC and BSCO
remain significantlylower than the baseline emissions. BSPM is 44 percent
lower, the solubleorganic mass fraction is 65 percent lower, BSHC is 52 per-
cent lower,and BSCO is 50 percent lower than the baseline at 714 kPa BMEP,
2500 ERPM. At the higher load, 954 kPa BMEP, BSPM is 18 percent lower, the
so]ub|eorganic mass fraction 70 percent lower, BSHC 41 percent lower, and BSCO
42 percent lower than the comparablebaselinevalues. BSNOX, however, increased
from an averageof 11 gm/kW-hr at the lower supply pressure to 17.5 gm/kW-hr at
this higher supply pressure. This representsan increasein BSNOX of 59 per-
cent as a result of increasingthe accumulatorsupply pressureand readjusting
both the drain valve and the accumulatorvalve solenoids. An increase in the
rate of injectioneffectivelyshortenedthe durationof injectionand advanced
the point where end of injectionoccurred. This contributedto the increase in
rate of pressure rise in the cylinder and to a significantincrease in the for-
marion of oxides of nitrogen,even though the interpretedpoint for beginning
of injectiondid not change. BMEP and BSFC are directionallyfavorablebut
within the range of experimentalerror.
Operationof injectorA with 33 MPa supply pressure was accomplishedat
three differentspeeds and loads. The results (mean values) of these tests are
shown in figures 14 to 16 and are compared againstdata developedwith the
baseline system, optimizedfor BSFC and performance. The data are also shown
in table IV. Engine operationat the higher loads with this configurationwas
especially unstable,and it was difficultto stabilize load and speed points.
This may be a consequenceof attemptingto operate the system at maximum fuel
delivery and without excess accumulatorsupply pump capacity. BSPM values are
not much differentfrom the baseline counterpart,nor was the solubleorganic
fraction significantlydifferent,except at 2500 ERPM where the SOF is appar-
ently more responsive to the decreasedHC. BSHC levels continuedto be 35 per-
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cent to 67 percent lower than the baseline results at all loads and speeds.
BSCO emissions are 17 percent to 48 percent lower than baselinevalues at 1500
and 2500 ERPM but are essentiallythe same as baseline data at 2000 ERPM for
the higher loads. BSNOX values are significantlyhigher at 1500 ERPM, and
higher than or equal to the baseline values at 2000 and 2500 ERPM. Engine per-
formancetrends are essentiallythe same except for 1500 and 2000 ERPM, where
the electro-hydraulicsystem was very unstable at the higher loads and resulted
in reducedpower or BMEP. These tests were conductedwith the highest recom-
mended accumulatorsupply pump pressure and, as expected,producedhigher rates
of injection. Peak injectionline pressureswere not too differentfrom the
baseline system except at the lighter loads and at the lower speed (1500 ERPM).
In general,higher supply pressurecontinuedto providereductions in BSCO and
BSHC. BSNOX emissions,however, increasedwith the higher rate of injection.
Although the point of the initialrate of pressurerise (equivalentto conven-
tlonal port closing) was the same, heat release in the cylinderwas more rapid
and the peak cylinderpressure increasedby about 20 percent. It can also be
observed that the normal trade-offbetweenNOx and BSFC does not appear to
prevail for the conditionstested with this electro-hydraulicinjector.
Electro-HydraulicInjectorB Test Results - 8 Hole Nozzle
The fourth sequenceof tests using injector B was conductedwith a
different injectornozzle drillingconfiguration(8 holes at 0.25 nundiam).
This nozzle, with a 23 percentdecreasedflow area, was configured in an effort
to furtherexplore the effects of higher injectionpressure. Test resultswere
compared to baselinedata conductedwith the 5 hole nozzle. The test results
at 2500 ERPM are shown in table Ill. Two tests were initiallyconductedat
80 uL/injection. Readjustmentof both solenoid valves on the injectorwas
required to stabilizethe engine at higher loads, i.e., 100uL at 2500 ERPM. Of
the two initial tests with injector B, one was conducted with a supply pressure
of 28 MPa, the other with 33 MPa supply pressure. The pressureversus crank
angle diagrams for these two tests are compared in figure 17. The increase in
injectionpeak pressure (INPEAK)is proportionalto the increase in supply
pressure,but the duration of injectionappearsto be about the same. BSPM,
BSHC, and BSCO are greatlyreduced on the averageby 55 percent,83 percent,
and 77 percent,respectively. BSNOX at either pressure is higher than the
baseline system by 14 to 25 percent. Some improvementin BMEP and BSFC (3 per-
cent) is indicatedfor the higher pressure.
The fifth sequence of tests was conductedafter readjustingboth injector
solenoids,and two tests were conductedwith 28 MPa supply pressure at the
hi(lherload (100 _L/injection). Improvementswere noted in both engine per-
formance and emissions (table Ill). As in the previous tests, BSPM, BSHC and
I_SC()are reduced 67 percent, 75 percent and 78 percent respectively;but fol-
lowing this adjustmentof both the injectorsolenoids,BSNOX was also reduced
34 percent below baseline. The reduction in BSNOX is interpretedto be a re-
sult of the slower rate of injectionwhich is a function of supply pressure
above the intensifierpiston, flow rate throughthe solenoid valve, and the
nozzle flow area. The most outstandingdifferencesin injectioncharacteristics
appear to be the smoother,slower rate of injectionpressure rise; the retarded
point of peak injectionpressure;and lower nozzle opening pressure (figure18).
Peak cylinder pressure was 10 percent lower than baseline. It is not possible
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to assess what, if any, advantagecould be attributedto the 8 hole nozzle con-
figuration. Some plunger bounce is in evidence,but the low HC indicatesthat
the nozzle valve probablyremained closed at the end of injectionand was not
adverselyaffectedby the magnitudeof the late pressurewave.
The sixth and final sequenceof tests was conductedwith injector B after
- the drain valve solenoidwas readjusted. Until this time in the program, all
tests at 2500 ERPM were conductedat the same injectiontiming. This last se-
quence of tests was conductedat two loads with the electronictiming adjusted
for 16" CA, 18" CA and 20" CA-BTC beginningof actual injectionof fuel. At
the equivalent 18" CA-BTC timing used for the previous test, injectionpeak
pressure occurred about I" CA earlier in the cycle, the injectionpressure trace
is essentiallythe same, and the durationof injectionappears to be a few de-
grees shorter (figure 19). As shown in table Ill, however,particulates,CO
and HC increasedsignificantly. BMEP is about 3-1/2 percent lower, and BSFC is
about 6 percent higher. BSNOX also increased11 percent from 11.4 to 12.7
gmlkW-hr. This deteriorationin both performanceand emissions is not explain-
able from the pressurediagrams. The increase in BSNOX may be consequenceof
the higher (-5 percent) rate of injection. The increasedBSPM, BSHC and BSCO
could be a consequenceof plungerbounce from the reflectedpressurewave at
the end of injection,resultingin either a secondary injectionor extended du-
ration of the main injection. As compared to the baseline 5 hole nozzle data,
for 100uL! injection,BSNOX is 27 percent lower, but engine performanceand
other emissions are about the same for 18" CA-BTC timing. As injectiontiming
was retarded only 2" CA, a furtherreduction in BSNOX was evidenced (fig. 20).
Advancingthe injectiontiming 2" CA showed marginal improvementin engine per-
formanceat 100 uL with a 23 percent penalty in BSNOX emissions. Other emis-
sions remainedessentiallyunchanged. At 80 _L/injection(2500 ERPM), BSPM in-
creasedby 47 percent, but BSNOX, BSHC, and BSCO emissions are 18 percent, 30
percent, and 48 percent,respectively,lower than baseline for equivalent 18"
CA-BTC timing. By retardingthe injectiontiming only 2" CA, BSNOX is further
reduced as expected,but without any penalty in engine performance. Advancing
the injectiontiming 2" CA increasedBSNOX but again did not significantly
affect engine performance.
Discussion
The electro-hydraulicinjectorlpressureintensifierconceptproduces an in-
jectionpressure trace with an increasingrate of injectionsuch that the maxi-
mum rate of injectionoccurs later in the cycle and closer to top dead center
when compared to the conventionalsystem. Consequently,it can be shown that
the magnitude of BSNOX emissioncorrelateswith that point in the cycle where
peak injectionpressure (INPEAK)occurs. This correlationis shown in figure 21
for the two different injectorconfigurationsat 2500 ERPM. Peak injection
pressure timing affects the formationof oxides of nitrogen and is a variable
sensitiveto adjustmentof the solenoidvalves,flow rate to the top of the in-
tensifierpiston, and rate of injection. Engine performanceparameters,BMEP
and BSFC, do not appear to be especiallysensitiveto peak injectionpressure
timing for this series of tests. As demonstrated,increasedsupply pressure to
the intensifierdoes not necessarilyincreaseinjectionpressure,but can in-
crease the rate of injectionand adverselyaffect NOX formationat equivalent
injectiontiming settings. The outstandingfeatureof the electro-hydraulic
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intensifieris the ability to providea very sharp and abrupt end of injection
which promotes significantreductions in CO, HC and SOF. This feature, however,
is found to be a function of the specific injectorvariationand susceptibleto
pressurewave reflectionsthat can react on the plunger to allow post injection,
or otherwiseextend the duration of injection. This irregularitycan result in
increasedHC, CO, and particulateemissions. The SOF, a functionof HC, can
also be adverselyaffected.
As with any high pressure diesel fuel injectionsystem, the rate and dura-
tion of injectionare a functionof pressure and nozzle flow area. With the
electro-hydraulicinjectortested in this program, the rate and durationof in-
jection is a function of supply pressure,flow rate to the intensifierpiston,
and nozzle flow area. For best overall engine and emissions performance,any
variation in these independentvariablesrequirecontrolledregulationof the
injectiontimingevent. Additionalwork is needed to fully explore the total
effect of each of these variablesfor optimumresults under differentoperating
conditions. The slow beginning,fast end of injectioncharacteristic,however,
does provide the potentialfor significantreductionsin exhaustemissions from
diesel engines. Of particular interestare NOX, and total particulateswhich
are difficultto control in a diesel engine without trade-offpenalties. In
one example, these were each reduced significantlybelow baseline emissionswith
no obvious penalty in engine performanceand with significantreductions in
other emissions; i.e., CO, HC and SOF.
CONCLUSIONS
Engine performanceand exhaustemissionsdata developedwith the electro-
hydraulic injector/pressureintensifierwere compared to that obtainedwith the
conventionalmechanical injector(optimizedfor BSFC). The electro-
hydraulicallycontrolled injectordevelops a triangular injectionpressure
characteristicwith a slow rate of pressure rise (aP/at)followedby a steep
rate of pressure collapse,or slow beginning-fastend of injection. This is in
contrast to the fast beginning-slowend of injectioncharacteristicof the con-
ventionalmechanicalfuel injectionsystem.
Analysis of the data led to the followingconclusions:
I. Test resultswith the electro-hydraulic/pressureintensifier,high
pressure fuel injector indicatethat diesel exhaustemissionscan be
reduced significantly.
2. The increasingrate of injectioncharacteristicof the electro-
hydraulic injectorcan provide a peak injectionpressure that occurs
late in the compressioncycle and is conduciveto reduction in oxides
of nitrogen. The other characteristicis a fast end of injectionthat
promotes reductions in HC, CO and in the soluble organicfraction of
the total particulates. Conversely,too high a rate of injection,or
high pressurewave reflectionsthat might influencethe
intensifier/plungertravel,can increaseemissions.
3. Exhaust emissionsand engine performancedemonstrategreater sensitiv-
ity to the durationof injectionthan to peak injectionpressure.
Shorterdurationsof injectioneffectivelyadvance the injectionevent
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with the electro-hydraulicsystem. This results in a higher rate of
cylinder pressure rise (heat release) and is conduciveto increased
NOX formation. Higher rates of NOX formationwith shorter durations
of injection,as demonstratedwith the electrohydraulicsystem, should
be furtherexplored to establishthe overalleffect of reducednozzle
flow area and retarded injectiontiming.
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TABLE1. - OF-2 REFERENCETESTFUELPROPERTIES
DistillationTemperature Characteristics
Percent Recovered Teepe[ature,
Initialboiling point 191
5 percent 210
10 percent 220
20 percent 229
30 percent 245
40 percent 255
50 percent 263
60 percent 271
70 percent 280
80 percent 288
90 percent 301
Finalboilingpoint 316
TA8LEII. - ELECTRO-HYDRAULICINJECTORVARIATIONS- SEQUENCETESTED
Injector A No. of BMEP, ERPM Description
Tests kPa
No. 1 Sequence 2 675 12500 _ccuereulator supply pumppressure
of 23 MPa, feed pumppressure of 2.5
5 hole at 0.36 am MPa, and nozzle drilling of five
nozzle - 23 NPa holes at 0.36 m_dim Supply Pressure
Supply Pressure
No. 2 Sequence 6 691 2500 Accumulator supply pressure was
!increased to 28 MPa.
5 hole at 0.36 mm 4 930 2500
nozzle - 28 HPa
Supply Pressure
m
No. 3 Sequence 3 873 1500 Accumulator supply pressure was
increased tO 33 HPa and both sole-
S hole at 0.36 m( 2 1125 1500 nold valves were readjusted.
nozzle - 33 _Pa 1 1300 1500
Supply Pressure 2 793 2000
2 1022 12000
2 1198 2000
3 714 2500
3 954 !2500
3 1189 2500
InjectorB
No. 4 Sequence 2 690 2500 Replacement of the five hole nozzle
wlth an eight hole nozzle drtlled
8 hole at 0.25 mm for 0.25 mmdiam. - 23 percent reduc-
nozzle - 28/33 tlon In flow area. One test at 28
_°a Supply HPa and one test at 33 MPasupply
Pressure pressure.
No. S Sequence 2 978 2500 Readjustment of both spill valve
and accumulator valve solenoids
8 hole at 0.25mm becauseof instabilityat higher
Readjusted- 28 load- 28 MPa supplypressure
MPa Supply
Pressure
No. 6 Sequence 3 719 2500 Replacement and readJustJnentof the
drain valve solenoid - 28 l_a sup-
8 hole at 0.2Sm, 3 955 2500 ply pressure.
- Readjusted-
28 MPa Supply
Pressure
i
TABLE III. - SlJQ'J.,RY OF DATA FR(J~ [LECTRQ-HYDRAUlIC INJ£CTOO YS. KEOWIICAl SYSTEM
Mean (Std. ~Y.)
eo ~l/lnJectlon at 2SOO [RPM
T6t No. Supply, Inpeak, Cylpealt , BMEP, A/F 85FC BS1\'0X 8SHC BSCO BSPM SOF
Sequence Tests ~a I'fla I'fla kPa
! !JlI/kW-hr
Baseltne 6 - 40.1 14.B 690 (6) SO (0.5) 261 (3) 17.6 (0.8) 2.29 (0.2) 2.90 (1) 1. 94 (0.9) 1.53
110. 1a 2 23 46.7 17.3 675 (16) SO (2) 263 i2) 10.7 t.3I 0.95 t.O 0.94 iO.3I 1.06 iO.1I 0.34110. 24 6 28 54.B 12.8 691 (19) 51 ~2) 255 2~ 11.5 0.3 1.08 0.5J 1.36 0.4 1.44 0.5 0.89
110. 3a 3 33 SO.4 15.3 714 (5) SO 0.4) 255 1 ·18.1 1.3 1.10 0.1 1.46 0.2 1.08 0.1 0.53
110. 4b 2 28/33 SO.9/62 14.6/15 726/747 50.2149.5 247/241 20/22 0.37/0.41 0.65/0.72 0.82/0.94 -
110. 5b 0
- - - - - - - - - - -
110. 6b :
ZOe CA-aTC 1 28 57.6 13.8 720 47.7 260 17.0 1.39 1.70 2.53 1.04
IS" -CA-aTC 1 28 56.4 13.3 715 49.3 256 14.4 1.61 1.51 2.86 1.63
16" CA-aTC 1 28 55.8 12.8 722 48.5 254 12.7 1.58 2.28 2.70 1.80
100 ~L/lnjectlon at 2500 ERPM
-Ban line 6
-
51.3 14.B 955 (B) 39 (0.6) 238 (3) 17.3 (0.5) 1.84 (0.2) 3.10 (1.3) 1.41 (0.3) 0.86
No. 14 0
- - - - - - - - - - -No. 2a 4 28 55.5 13.1 930 ~28) 42 (4.3) 239 (4) 10.3 (0.4) 0.67 (0.3) 1.34 (0.4) 1.37 (0.5) 0.53
No. 31 3 33 53.0 15.8 954 2.3) 39.5 (0.3) 236 (2) 17.5 (1.0) 1.09 (0.2) 1.80 (1.0) 1.16 (0.5) 0.26
Ito. 4b 0 - - - - - - - - - - -No. 5b 2 28 60.4 13.4 978 (0.7) 40.3 (0.2) 228 (l) 11.4 (0.3) 0.47 (0.2) 0.69 (0.1) 0.46 (0.0)
-
110. 6b :
ZOe CA-aTC 2 28/33 62.7/69.2 14.5/14.8 973/953 39.4 233/240 15.6116.5 1.37/1.66 2.88/4.4 1.91/1.93 1.13
18" CA-aTC 1 28 61.0 13.7 944 39.1 242 12.7 1.52 3.24 1.90 1.24
16" CA-aTC 1 28 58.8 13.1 948 40.5 233 10.8 1.23 1.93 1.94 1.30
aWlth Injector A - 5 holes at 0.36 ~ dl~
bwlth Injector B - 8 holes at 0.25 ~ dla~
TABLEIV. - AVERAr_DATAFORELECTRO-HYORAULICINJECTORVS. BASELINE-[]
(33 HPa Supply Pressure)
S Hole nozzle at. 0.36 amdlam
| I i i I
TESTS PIPa HPa kPa I I I I I
glkw-hr
1500 ERPM- TIMING 14or._-BTC
3 80 55.7 50.2 16.7 873 210 25.9 1.6 0.9 1.8 1.26
3 [59.2] [43.7] [15.8] [ 871] [209] [18.3] [2.5] [1.9] [1.3] [0.82]2 I00 47.2 s3.2 17.s n2s 201 24.0 1.1 o.s 0.5 0.27
3 [47.4] [47.5] [17] [1125] [202] [19.6] 1.6 [1.4] [0.7] [0.44]
1 120 41.2 57.9 17.5 1229 203 21 1.5 0.4 0.6
3 [36.4] [45.0] [18.1] [1343] [201] [19.3] [1.8] [1.2] [0.7] [_..26]
2000 ERPN- TIMING 1SocA--BTC
2 80 SS 52.5 15.5 793 231 20.4 1.4 1.2 1.6 1.18
6 [52.8] [43.9] 1:14.6] [ 781] [232] [15.7] [2.4] [1.9] [0.9] [0.67]
2 100 41.S 53.3 16.t 1022 223 17.6 1.7 0.9 1.2 0.77
6 [43.8] [51.9] [15.9] [1026] [221] [17.7] [1.7] [1.6] [0.8] [0.62]
2 120 34.8 53.3 16.6 1198 218 17.0 2.3 0.7 1.2 0.43
S [36.3] [55.3] [17.3] [1254] [217] [18.9] [2.3] [1.3] [0.8] [0.42]
2500 ERPH- TIHING 18ocA-BTC
3 8o 49.9 Sl.e 1s.3 714 2s4 16.1 1.s 1.1 1.1 0.54
6 [49.7] [40.I] [1s.3] [ 690] [261] [17.s] [2.9] [2.1] El.S] [1.19]
3 100 39.5 51.6 15.8 954 236 17.5 1.8 1.1 1.2 0.26
6 [39.0] [53.0] [15.7 [ 956] [239] 1"17.5] [3.2] [1.7] [1.2] [0.73]
3 120 32.1 Sl.S 16.3 1189 229 16.0 2.7 0.9 1.2 0.35
6 [33.3] [60.2] [16.8] [1185] [229] [18.0] [4.7] [1.4] [0.9] [0.50]
Figure1. - Singlecylindertestengineinstallation.
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Figure8. - Electro-hydraulicinjectoras installedonsinglecylindertestengine.
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Figure9. - Cylindergaspressureandinjection pressureoscillogramsasapplied
to boththeelectro-hydraulicandmechanicalfuel injectionsystems.
TEST #1324 TEST #1499
Injector Configuration: Mechanical Injector Configuration: Electro-Hydraulic
Nozzle: 5 hole @ 0.36 mmdia. Nozzle: 5 hole @0.36 mm dia.
pL/injection: 80 pL/injection: 80
BMEP= 690 KPa @2500 RPM BMEP: 6896 KPa @2500 RPM
Beginning of Injection : 18° BTC Beginning of Injection: 18° BTC
INPEAK: 40 MPa @ 15° BTC INPEAK: 47.5 MPa @6° BTC
CYLPEAK: 14.8 MPa CYLPEAK: 12.6 MPa
SCALE:
Pcyl : 4.14 MPa/div Pcyl : 4.14 MPa/div
Pinj = 13.8 MPa/div Pinj : 20.7 MPa/div
CA° : 20O/div CA° : 20O/div
Figure!0. - Comparisonf Electro-HydraulicInjectorto theMechanicalBaselineInjectorPressureOscillogramfor 80_L/
Injectionat 2500ERPMUsinganAccumulatorSupplyPressureof 23MPa.
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Figurell. - Summaryof testresultswithelectro-hydraulicinjectorforthreeaccumu-
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TEST #1276 TEST #1526
Injector Configuration: Mechanical Injector Configuration: Electro-Hydraulic
Nozzle: 5 hole @0.36 mmdia. Nozzle: 5 hole @0.36 mmdia.
pL/injection: I00 _L/injection: I00
BMEP= 951KPa @2500 RPM BMEP: 947 KPa @2500 RPM
Beginning of Injection = 18° BTC Beginning of Injection: 18° BTC
INPEAK: 50.4 MPa @ 15° BTC INPEAK: 56.9 MPa @5° BTC
CYLPEAK: 15 MPa CYLPEAK: 12.98 MPa
SCALE:
Pcyl = 4.14 MPa/div Pcyl : 4.14 MPa/div
Pinj = 13,8 MPa/div Pinj = 20.7 MPa/div
CA° = 20°/div CA: = 20°/div
Figure12.- Electro-HydraulicInjectorversusMechanicalBaselineInjectorPressureOscillogramfor100/_L/Injectionat
2500ERPMUsinganAccumulatorSupplyPressureof 28MPa.
TEST #1308 TEST #1566
Injector Configuration: Mechanical Injector Configuration: Electro-Hydraulic
Nozzle: 5 hole @0.36 dia. Nozzle: 5 hole @O.36mm dia.
pL/injection: 80 pL/injection: 80
BMEP= 698 KPa @2500 RPM BMEP= 720 KPa @2500 RPM
Beginning of Injection = 18° BTC Beginning of Injection: 18° BTC
INPEAK: 39.9 MPa @ 15° BTC INPEAK: 50 MPa @ 9° BTC
CYLPEAK: 14.8 MPa CYLPEAK: 15.2 MPa
SCALE
Pcyl = 4.14 MPa/div Pcyl = 4.14 MPa/div
Pinj = 13.8 MPa/div Pinj = 20.7 MPa/div
CAo = 20°/div CA° = 20°/div
Figure13.- Electro-HydraulicInjectorversusMechanicalBaselineInjectorPressureOsciilogramfor80#L/Injectionat
2500ERPMUsinganAccumulatorSupplyPumpPressureof 33MPa.
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Figure16, - Testresultswithelectro-hydraulicInjectorat maximum
accumulatorsupplypumppressure-33MPa - comparedagainstbase-lineresultsat 2.._00erpm.
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TEST #1596-28 MPa TEST #1597-33 MPa
Injector Configuration: Electro-Hydraulic Injector Configuration: Electro-Hydraulic
Nozzle: 8 hole @0.25 mmdia. Nozzle: 8 hole @0,25 mmdia.
mm3/injection: 80 mm3/injection: 80
BMEP= 726 KPa @2500 RPM BMEP: 747 KPa @2500 RPM
Beginning of Injection: 18° BTC Beginning of Injection: 18° BTC
INPEAK: 51,0 MPa @8° BTC INPEAK: 62.0 MPa@8° BTC
CYLPEAK: 14.6 MPa CYLPEAK: 15.0 MPa
Timing pot = 3.16 Timing pot = 3.16
Fuel pot = 8,35 Fuel pot = 8.34
SCALE:
Pcyl = 4.14 MPa/div Pcyl = 4.14 MPa/div
Pinj = 20.7 MPa/div Pinj = 20.7 MPa/div
CAo = 20O/div CA° = 20O/div
Figure17.- Electro-HydraulicInjectorPressureOscillogramfor 80/_L/Injectionat 2500ERPMUsingAccumulatorSupply
Pressuresof 28MPaand33MPa.
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TEST #1276 TEST # 1600-28 MPa
Injector Configuration: Mechanical Injector Configuration: Electro-Hydraulic
Nozzle: 5 hole @0.36 mmdia. Nozzle: 8 hole @0.25 mmdia.
_L/injection: I00 _L/injection: I00
BMEP: 951KPa @2500 RPM BMEP: 977 KPa @2500 RPM
Beginning of Injection = 18° BTC Beginning of Injection: 18° BTC
INPEAK: 50.4 MPa @ 15° BTC INPEAK: 59.0 MPa @0.9 ° BTC
CYLPEAK: 15 MPa CYLPEAK: 13.4 MPa
SCALE:
Pcyl : 4.14 MPa/div Pcyl : 4.14 MPa/div
Pinj = 13.8 MPa/div Pinj : 20.7 MPa/div
CAo = 20°/div CA° : 20°/div
FigurelS.-Electro-HydrauliclnjectorConfigurationversusMechanicalBaselinePressureOscillogramforl00_L/Injection
at2500ERPMUsinganAccumulatorSupplyPumpPressure_ 28MPa.
TEST #1600-28 MPa TEST #1612-28 MPa
Nozzle Configuration: Electro-Hydraulic Nozzle Configuration: Electro-Hydraulic
Nozzle: 8 hole @0,25 mmdia. Nozzle: 8 hole @0.25 mmdia.
pL/injection: I00 pL/injection I00
BMEP: 977 KPa @2500 RPM BMEP: 944 KPa @2500 RPM
Be inning of Injection : 18° BTC Beginning of Injection: 18° BTC
INPEAK: 59.0 MPa @ 0.9 ° ATC INPEAK: 61.1MPa @0.03 ° BTC
CYLPEAK: 13.4 MPa CYLPEAK: 13.7 MPa
Timing pot = 3.16
Fuel pot : 9.04
SCALE:
Cyl Pressure = 4.14 MPa/div
Inj Pressure : 20.7 MPa/div
CA° = 20O/div
Figure19.- Electro-HydraulicInjectorConfigurationPressureOscillogramfor 100/_L/Injectionat2500ERPMShowingthe
EffectonthePressureTraceasa Resultof theAdjustmentof theDrainValveSolenoid.
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Figure21. _Testresultsfor electro=hydraulicinjectorat 3 injectiontimingswith 8 hole
• nozzleat 2500erpmcomparedagainstbaselineresultswith5 holenozzle,Accumula-
tor supplypressure=28MPa.
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